2019 WATAUGA COUNTY READING CHALLENGE

- A Book Published in 2019
- A Book by an Author You’ve Never Heard of Before
- A Book with a Cover You Love
- A Book That Challenges the Way You Think
- A Book Set on a Train
- A Book About Fashion
- A Book with a Moon or Stars on the Cover
- An Audiobook
- A Book Published in the Year You Were Born
- A Book in Translation
- A Book that Inspires You
- A Book About Travel
- A Book That Brings Back a Happy Childhood Memory
- The First Book in a Series
- A Book with Garlic in It
- A Book Written for Middle Schoolers
- A Book That Is Very Different Than the Movie
- A Book with a Pun in the Title
- A Book Whose Author’s Name Includes Initials
- A Pulitzer Prize Winning Book
- A Book Recommended by Your Friendly Librarians
- A Biography of a Person You’ve Always Admired
- A Book with a Victorian Setting
- A Book You Would Recommend to Someone Else
- A Book that Ends Unhappily Ever After
- A Book About a Career You Wanted as a Child
- A Novel Based on a Real Person
- A Book About Culture
- A Book by Two Authors
- A Book You Meant to Read in 2018
- A Book with a Cover You Hate
- A Novel Set in the Woods
- A Book with a Non-Human Narrator
- A Book About Ancient Mythology
- A Cyberpunk Novel
- A Self-Help Book
- A Book with a Great Title
- A Book Recommended by Another Challenge Reader
- A Horrifying Book
- A Book with a Courageous Character
- A Children’s Book Published in 2019
- A Book that Relates to Your Favorite Holiday
- A Book about American History
- A Cook the Books, Book Brewers, Book Bunch Book Club Selection
- A Book about Technology
- A Novel about Ghosts
- A Book about Romance
- A Book about a Skill You’d Like to Learn
- A Nonfiction Book Published in the Last Five Years
- A Book by an Appalachian Author

GENERAL GUIDELINES
1. Challenges may be completed only once.
2. Each book can only be used for one challenge.
3. Audiobooks and eBooks count!